
 
 
Quintus Studios is a value-creating video content agency. We successfully produce, finance, 
distribute and monetise video and TV content which supplies the world with the „triple E“: 
Explanation, Exploration and Entertainment.  
Under one roof, Quintus combines a deep understanding of content and audiences in traditional 
TV as well as in the algorithm-led environment of digital video, access to thousands of hours of 
existing professional content, highly efficient production structures and an established international 
sales & buyers network. We act across all relevant video and media platforms around the globe.  
 
Still, there is always room for improvement. That´s why we are looking for you to support our team 
in Berlin as a  

Junior Business Development Manager (m/w/d) 

starting as soon as possible. 

 

Your area of operations 

In close cooperation with the team and especially our MD you will help developing Quintus´ 

business horizontally. You will always be on the look out for business fields that could be a natural, 

synergetic and smart expansion of Quintus´ current activities. These may bealready existing fields 

or areas to be invented by us. In more detail, this means:  

● You will research and be inspired by what´s out there and understand the possible business 
value behind it 

● You will analyse competitors and companies in related business fields 
● You will disassemble existing habits in the field and analyse if there are more efficient and 

fruitful ways to do the same thing 
● Once we put a potential expansion idea in our focus… 

○ you come up with a project execution plan 
○ compile all neccessary info 
○ create presentations and business plans 
○ identify essentional partners and contact 
○ prepare potential execution 

 

Your Profile 

One thing applies across all jobs at Quintus: If you are simply looking for a job, please apply 

somewhere else! We are looking for people who are fascinated by what they do and who are 

enthusiastic to move Quintus forward with their dedication and skills. So if you are thrilled by how 

business cases work and can be improved, if you love taking meta-perspectives and find smarter 

ways to old conventions, if you are „business-creative“, act independently and think, bringing an 

already exciting and dynamically growing company to its next level is a fulfilling way to spend your 

time on, we should definitely get to know each other. Further personal features we really appreciate, 

are:  

● you are digital-native 

● you speak and write fluent or even native english 



 
● you are an open, self-confident person who likes a chat over a coffee 

● you are well organized and work with attention to detail 

● you have initial experience in a similar position of a digital business 

 

What we offer: 

● a relaxed, flexible and at the same time ambitious work environment 

● the opportunity to work independently, to experiment, test and learn to develop and 

implement your own ideas 

● the chance to grow with the business unit and thus to exert significant influence on your 

own career opportunities  

● a fair salary and 

● an exciting and fun time 

  

All sounds amazing?  Then please send over your cv and a cover letter describing who you are, 

what motivates you and why you are the best person for the job to: 

  

info@quintus-media.com. 

  

We are really looking forward to hearing from you!  

  


